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Abstract
Hand gesture recognition is a quickly developing field with many uses in human-computer interaction, sign language
recognition, virtual reality, gaming, and robotics. This paper reviews different ways to model hands, such as vision-based,
sensor-based, and data glove-based techniques. It emphasizes the importance of accurate hand modeling and feature
extraction for capturing and analyzing gestures. Key features like motion, depth, color, shape, and pixel values and their
relevance in gesture recognition are discussed. Challenges faced in hand gesture recognition include lighting variations,
complex backgrounds, noise, and real-time performance. Machine learning algorithms are used to classify and recognize
gestures based on extracted features. The paper emphasizes the need for further research and advancements to improve
hand gesture recognition systems’ robustness, accuracy, and usability. This review offers valuable insights into the
current state of hand gesture recognition, its applications, and its potential to revolutionize human-computer interaction
and enable natural and intuitive interactions between humans and machines. In simpler terms, hand gesture recognition
is a way for computers to understand what people are saying with their hands. It has many potential applications, such
as allowing people to control computers without touching them or helping people with disabilities communicate. The
paper reviews different ways to develop hand gesture recognition systems and discusses the challenges and opportunities
in this area.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human gesture recognition is a challenging and significant
field in computer science, aiming to interpret human gestures
using mathematical models.
Gestures are nonverbal communication methods using the
body’s movement to convey messages, originating from var-
ious parts of the human body, with the most common ones
coming from the hand or face. In Webster’s dictionary [1], it
can find:
”A gesture is a movement usually of the body or limbs that
expresses or emphasizes an idea, sentiment, or attitude.” Ges-
tures are essential for human communication, as they are

the foundation of language and can convey various types of
information. Without gestures, actions and movements are
incomplete, lacking genuine feelings and thoughts. Pointing
finger gestures can indicate time and space, indicating needs
or wishes among people.
Hand gestures can be categorized into conversational, control-
ling, manipulated, and communication [2, 3]. Sign language
is a crucial state of communication gestures used in vision al-
gorithms for structural analysis. Analyzing pointing gestures
for virtual identification is essential in Vision-Based Interface
(VBI) research. Navigating gestures capture hand direction
as 3D directional, while manipulated gestures enable natural
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interaction with virtual objects, virtual assembly, and remote
operation. Communicative gestures are crucial in human in-
teraction and psychological research. Techniques based on
vision capture motion techniques can aid this research [4].
Gestures can be categorized into static gestures based on
hand shape and dynamic gestures influenced by hand move-
ments [5]. In ref. [6], Pinto et al defined hand posture as a
combination of position, orientation, and flexion observed at
a specific time. Static hand gestures involve a single posture
over time, allowing for interpretation through one or more
hand images. Simple signs for this gesture include ”OK” or
”STOP.”
In a video signal, a dynamic hand gesture [7] is a series of pos-
tures connected by motion over a brief period. These gestures
require identifying temporal context information and can be
static or dynamic in certain situations. Sign language is a com-
munication method using gestures and postures to communi-
cate with deaf or dumb people. These gestures can be used
in systems control, Augmented Reality, Gaming, robotics,
and vision-based applications. Via imaging devices, a sign
language recognition system interprets sign language into
corresponding text. However, there are complexities in this
process, as spoken languages change across different coun-
tries and regions, affecting the corresponding gestures [8].
Previous research shows that the deaf and dumb community
will increase by 2050 compared to what it currently exists
due to noise and other reasons, and with the increase in the
number of the deaf and dumb community compared to the
ignorance of ordinary people in sign language and the need of
the two communities to communicate, recognition of sign lan-
guage has become of great importance by using technological
methods [9].

II. HAND GESTURE MODELING

Modeling the hand is crucial for understanding posture and
gestures as interfaces in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
stages [10]. Hand modeling relies on kinematic structure for
accurate techniques [11]. Gestures can be modeled spatially
or temporally, focusing on posture characteristics in HCI ap-
plication environments and dynamic hand gestures in time
modeling. Spatial modeling for hand modeling in two- and
three-dimensional spaces [12, 13].
Fig.1 displays four 2D shape types: shape, motion, colored
marker, and deformable templates [12]. Geometric models are
based on fingertips and palm features, while non-geometric
models use features like silhouette, texture, color, contour,
edges, image moments, and eigenvectors.
Deformable templates or flexible models provide a flexible
level of the object shape change [14] to allow for a slight
change in the hand’s shape. The motion-based model can be
implemented concerning color cues for hand tracing, color

Fig. 1. Hand gesture modeling [16].

markers, or track and finger position estimation for hand shape
modeling [15]. The 3D model will be discussed in appearance-
based approaches in the section 3D model-based approach.

III. HAND GESTURE ANALYSIS APPROACHES

Identifying hand gestures involves obtaining data for specific
tasks using Vision-Based Data-Gloves and Color-Marker tech-
niques.

A. Vision-Based Approaches
Vision-based approaches use cameras or more to obtain hu-
man motion, allowing devices to interpret gesture properties
like color and texture [17, 18]. However, challenges like light-
ing diversity, complex backgrounds, and clutter can arise, as
well as time, speed, durability, and computation efficiency.
These techniques differ in seven ways [19]:
1. Several cameras.
2. Response time and speed.
3. The physical features of the environment, such as the pace
of movement and illumination.
4. What accessories and clothing are required for use?
5. Low-level features like histograms, silhouettes, edges, mo-
ments, and regions are utilized.
6. Decide between two- and three-dimensional representa-
tions.
7. Is the representation of time accurate?

B. Glove-Based Approaches
Sayre Glove was designed by the Electronic Visualization Lab
in 1977, and it was the first data glove [20]. Researchers be-
lieve sign language influences gestures and can be used to cre-
ate computer instructions. Data glove approaches use sensors
to capture hand position, fingertips, acceleration, movement
velocity, orientation, and motion, enabling accurate computa-
tion of finger palm and hand configuration coordinates [21].
Sensors struggle with easy computer connection due to phys-
ical user connection, high cost, and unsuitability for virtual
reality environments, making them unsuitable for virtual real-
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TABLE I.
A CONCISE COMPARISON OF HAND GESTURE

RECOGNITION APPROACHES

Approach Pros Cons
Vision-
based

Natural interac-
tion, low cost

Lighting variations, com-
plex backgrounds, clutter,
time and computation re-
quirements

Glove-
based

Accurate com-
putation of
hand configura-
tion

Expensive, difficult to
connect to computers, un-
suitable for virtual reality

Colored-
markers

Simple and in-
expensive

Limited natural interac-
tion

ity environments [22]. This data-obtaining technique is often
used in sign language [23] and Gaming [24]. Moore’s Law
predicts sensor size and affordability will increase in the fu-
ture. Data gloves, including MIT, CyberGlove II, CyberGlove
III, Fifth Dimension Sensor Glove Ultra, P5, and X-IST, are
expected to become more prevalent.

C. Colored-Markers Approaches
The use of colored gloves for hand tracking and locating
fingers and palms has been developed using markers and wool
gloves [25]. These gloves extract geometric characteristics
to outline the hand’s shape. However, natural interaction
between humans and computers remains insufficient, despite
sensor or data glove advancements.
Table I shows a concise table of hand gesture recognition
approaches.

IV. HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION
APPROACHES

Techniques for gesture hand recognition rely on the bare hand
and extract data, offering properties like simplicity and ease
[26]. They provide direct connections with computers and
can be categorized into two types.

A. Appearance-Based Approach
Appearance-based approaches design by extracting features
from input hand images and comparing them to stored fea-
tures [27]. This method is simpler and easier than three-
dimensional models but can be affected by lighting and back-
ground objects. These patterns are part of a general pattern
recognition problem consisting of three tasks: extracting fea-
tures, classifying from labeled training samples, and classify-
ing unknown samples.

B. 3D Model-based Approach
The hand’s form is modeled and examined using the 3D model
description [28], including the kinematic parameters required
to project the three-dimensional model into a two-dimensional
one. However, this method can lead to a loss of features. Var-
ious methods include volumetric, geometrical, and skeleton
types [29]. Volumetric models deal with the three-dimensional
and visual appearance of the human hand, while skeleton
methods limit the set of parameters needed to form the hand’s
shape. Geometrical models mimic the efficiency of visual
images but require several parameters and a time-consuming
process. Geometric shapes, such as mesh polygons and card-
board models, can also be used to approach visual forms.
However, this method has several disadvantages [30], includ-
ing the need for initial parameters to be near the solution for
each image, noise in the imaging phase, difficulty in extract-
ing features, and incapability to deal with singularities caused
by ambiguous views. In general, appearance-based detection
in real-time is better than 3D-model-based methods, but it can
represent a wide range of hand gestures.

V. FEATURE EXTRACTION

Feature extraction techniques collect data on gestures’ po-
sition, direction, posture, and temporal progression. They
process and analyze low-level data (pixel values) to produce
high-level data like object contours. A manual algorithm is
created to recognize and encode specific image features, such
as texture, shape, and color. When an image is a collection
of pixels, a manually defined algorithm is applied to obtain a
feature vector that describes the image’s contents. The result-
ing feature vectors are used as inputs for machine-learning
models. Feature extraction reduces data dimensionality by
encoding relevant information into a compressed representa-
tion and eliminating less discriminative data. The efficiency
of gesture recognition relies heavily on feature extraction,
making the most critical design decisions in hand motion, and
gesture recognition is deciding which features to work with
and how to extract them. The following subsections discuss
popular feature types and computation techniques, including
shape and motion features.

A. Motion
Using frame-to-frame comparisons, researchers use motion
cues to detect hands, which are computationally efficient meth-
ods for finding foreground objects and detecting their motion
and position. This method relies on assumptions like a static
background, image pre-processing, and a stable camera. Binh
et al [31] used the Kalman filter to predict the hand’s position
in one frame based on its observed position in the previous
frame. Modern approaches combine motion information with
other visual cues to enhance detection.
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B. Depth
Depth features calibrated from cameras or depth sensors like
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) [32] or Kinect [33]
indicate a human face and nearest objects. However, due to
coarse-grained and noisy depth, they are often paired with
other image cues like color [34].

C. Color
Skin color [35] is a crucial image feature for detecting and
tracking human hands, but it faces challenges in eliminating
similar objects like the arm and face. To address this issue,
people often wear long-sleeved shirts, restricting the colors of
other objects. A skin color threshold is a broad range that accu-
rately extracts the current skin color in an image. Fine-tuning
this threshold is necessary to reduce skin color, as human skin
conditions differ in shade, lighting, and pigmentation. Skin
color includes both skin pixels and other skin pixels, and effec-
tive skin segmentation is necessary to eliminate false-positive
pixels. Choosing the right color space for skin color models is
crucial. Popular options include RGB, HSV, normalized RGB,
YUV, and YCrCb. Chromatically based color components
can enhance lighting changes and separate chromaticity and
luminance components [36].
Color segmentation can be challenging due to background
objects with color distributions similar to human skin. Back-
ground subtraction is the best approach but often relies on
camera motion. Research has investigated dynamic correc-
tion methods for background models to compensate for these
issues [37].

D. Shape
Hand detection in images relies on their distinct shape, col-
lected by extracting the contours of the image’s objects [38].
These contours reflect the hand’s shape and are unaffected by
skin color, viewpoint, or illumination. Edge detection-based
contour extraction often produces many hands’ edges and un-
related background objects, making complex post-processing
methods crucial for increasing reliability. Edges are often
combined with background subtraction motion cues and skin
color. Local topological descriptors match the model to the
image’s edges, while a shape context descriptor, introduced
by Zou et al [39], distinguishes the position of a specific point
on a shape. The theory behind detection is that corresponding
points on two unlike shapes would possess an ideally identical
shape context.

E. Multi-cues
Many systems can merge information from multiple image
cues to improve accuracy and speed. This involves combining
appearance-based hands, body, or face detection with motion-
based regions of interest (ROI) [40]. However, when one
cue is removed, performance suffers. Multi-cue methods do

not detect gestures based on color and shape, as they are
performed sequentially rather than cooperatively. Real multi-
cue methods face data fusion issues, similar to traditional
sensor fusion.

F. Moment Invariants
Hu [41] proposed geometric moment invariants, which include
scale, rotation, and translation invariants based on normalized
central moments up to the third order. These invariant global
features are commonly used in pattern recognition and im-
age classification to define objects’ unique shape features.
However, high geometric moment values can cause numerical
instabilities and noise sensitivity. Hu’s moments were used to
recognize hand gestures [42, 43].

G. Pixel Values
Numerous classification approaches have been developed to
find hands based on texture and appearance in gray-level im-
ages. Mirehi et al [44] examined the appropriateness of vari-
ous classification approaches for recognizing view-independent
hand postures. Many methods use image samples to train
classifiers to detect hands based on their appearances, with
the fundamental presumption that hand appearance varies
more between gestures than between people who make the
same gesture. However, automatic feature selection remains a
challenge. Boosting, a machine learning method, has shown
strong hand and face detection results. Boosting involves
linear grouping of imprecise or weak classifiers to create a
highly precise or robust classifier [45].

H. 3D Model
Using powerful and inexpensive depth sensors, researchers
can now recognize 3D scene details, background subtraction,
and hand detection [46]. These sensors are more resistant
to light changes, making them suitable for detecting hands
in images. These methods can detect objects regardless of
their view and require various image features. Kinematic
hand models use line and point features to retrieve angles
formed at hand joints. Hand postures can be estimated if the
correspondences between the 3D model and observed features
are fine-defined.

VI. GESTURE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

Various classifiers, such as SVM and specialized form clas-
sifiers, then process the extraction of features. The primary
objective of hand gesture recognition is to understand the
semantics transmitted by the hand’s location, posture, or ges-
ture [47]. Hand gestures can be classified as static or dynamic
based on vision, with general classifiers detecting static ges-
tures and Hidden Markov Models processing dynamic ges-
tures. Learning algorithms can be categorized based on their
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results, including supervised, unsupervised, semi-supervised,
reinforcement, transduction, and learning to learn [48]. The
chosen learning algorithm is largely determined by the hand
gesture representation chosen.
Most available hand recognition technologies don’t gather all
the data or are static, making them inappropriate for many
circumstances. Different gesture detection methods rely on
strategies from modeling image processing, computer vision
science, and pattern recognition. Popular methods for dis-
tinguishing between dynamic and static hand movements in-
clude:

A. Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are non-linear algorithms
that extract features through hidden layers and classify them
by multilayer perceptrons [49]. These ANNs’ approximate
functions receive large numbers of unknown inputs. The
nodes in ANNs are the core units of the brain, and links con-
nect nodes with a weight representing a way to store data.
ANNs have been used to address problems in speech recogni-
tion, Visual-Interpretation, and Roberts-Control. Most ANNs
are implemented in sequential machines but can work in par-
allel machines, making them suitable for applications in these
fields. Several researchers have used ANNs for gesture recog-
nition, such as self-learning and big data processing. Some
have used ANNs in classification processes for gestures, while
others have used them to segment the hand. Maung [50] intro-
duced a system for tracking hands and recognizing Myanmar-
Alphabet-Language (MAL) by NNs, using an Adobe Photo-
shop filter to find the edges of the hand image. A system
for recognizing static hand motions was developed by Ster-
giopoulou [51] utilizing SGONG Networks (Self-Growing
and Self-Organized Neural Gas). Higher-level 2D features,
such as angles, palm positions, and the number of lifted fin-
gers, are extracted from hand topology to recognize static
hand gestures.
The method Ismail et al [52] developed uses two recurrent
NNs to recognize Arabic Sign Language. Segmentation was
carried out using the Elman network, partially utilized in-
dependently of the recurrent and fully recurrent NNs. For
Elman-NN and fully recurrent NN, respectively, the recogni-
tion rate was 89.67% and 95.1%.

B. Hidden Markov Models
In the mid-1990s, Hidden-Markov models (HMM) were intro-
duced as a solution to the segmentation problem in recognition
tasks. HMMs are non-deterministic and stochastic, with one
or more arcs carrying the same value [53]. They are useful
in speech and sign language recognition, as they can handle
the limitations of Markov chains. Sarma and Bhuyan [54]
introduced a hand gesture recognition system using real-time
hand tracking and HMM for recognizing three-dimensional

gestures.
HMMs have high accuracy and can define several gestures but
require training and performance improvements. Each motion
or posture must define the precise number of states. HMMs
are the ideal choice when the types and quantity of gestures
or postures are pre-defined. However, retraining may be more
time-consuming when gestures and hand postures are deter-
mined during system development. The hidden Markov model
requires significant training time, making knowing what is
happening inside it difficult. Despite high precision, HMMs
are considered the best method due to their high precision,
reaching over 90% [55].

C. Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
Patterns can belong to various data sets due to fuzzy-clustering
algorithms’ flexible grouping of the data [56]. Xingyan [57]
unveiled a device that recognizes hand motions using a fuzzy
c-means clustering technique in a mobile remote. The sys-
tem performs pre-processing procedures such as removal of
noise, removing undesired items, and threshold approaches.
It also extracts the shape of the hand from camera images and
converts them to HSV space color. The aspect ratio is the
bounding box for the thirteen items that comprise the features
vector, and grid cells are represented by grid cells. The FCM
algorithm executes six motions with twenty language samples
in various situations, including those with consistent lighting
and complex backgrounds. The recognition accuracy rate of
the system is 85.83

D. K-Nearest Neighbor
K-NN is a statistical technique for classifying objects in fea-
ture space using the nearest training instances. It uses locally
approximating functions and postpones calculations to classi-
fication [58]. The object is categorized by a preponderance of
votes from its neighbors, assigning it to the class with the most
common k nearest neighbors. K-NN is easy to implement and
understand, and its object property value can be assigned to
the average of the k nearest neighbors’ values for regression.
The neighbors are selected from the objects group for which
the right classification is defined.

E. Support Vector Machine
Vladimir Vapnik introduced the support vector machine (SVM),
a nonlinear classifier that improves classification by mapping
data to a high-dimensional space [59]. SVM classifiers are
similar to neural networks, with a two-layer perceptron neural
network equivalent. SVM models represent examples as space
points separated by the widest possible distance and classify
them according to their side of the gap. SVMs are designed
as binary classifiers, but other methods treat multi-class prob-
lems as one optimization problem. Using SVMs as binary
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TABLE II.
A COMPARISON OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

FOR HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION.

Algorithm Pros Cons
Artificial
Neural
Networks

Can learn complex
features and pat-
terns, with high
accuracy

Can be computation-
ally expensive, diffi-
cult to train

Hidden
Markov
Models

Can handle sequen-
tial data, with high
accuracy

Requires training,
can be difficult to
define the number
of states

Fuzzy
Clustering
Algo-
rithms

Flexible grouping
of data can handle
noisy data

Can be computation-
ally expensive

K-nearest
Neighbor

Simple to im-
plement and
understand, can
handle numerical
and categorical data

Sensitive to the
choice of k, can
be computationally
expensive for large
datasets

Support
Vector
Machines

High accuracy, ro-
bust to noise

Can be computation-
ally expensive for
large datasets

Dynamic
Time
Warping

Can handle sequen-
tial data with vary-
ing time scales, high
accuracy

Can be computation-
ally expensive for
large datasets

classifiers has been suggested to break multi-class problems
into multiple binary problems.

F. Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm is widely used
for finding the best alignment between two signals [60]. It
computes the distance between point pairs and their related
feature values, computes a cumulative distance matrix, and
obtains the smallest costly path. This path reflects the perfect
warp, reducing feature distance among synchronized points.
DTW is used in data mining, speech recognition, and motion
recognition. Prior work has mainly focused on algorithm ac-
celeration, constraint analysis, algorithm approximation, and
lower bounding methods.
Derivative DTW (DDTW) is a form of DTW that measures
distances between first-order derivatives of points, focus-
ing on shape characteristics [61]. Most of the work is one-
dimensional.
Table II illustrates a concise table of machine learning algo-
rithms for hand gesture recognition.

VII. DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES

Computer Vision (CV) applications have evolved from human
activity recognition to speech recognition, image classifica-
tion, and labeling [62]. Deep learning, a machine learning
technology, has emerged as a successful solution since 2010.
Researchers have transitioned from traditional handcrafted
features to data-driven algorithms since 2010. Various learned-
based feature methods, such as genetic programming and
dictionary-based approaches, have been used for visual recog-
nition tasks. Still, deep learning has significantly influenced
computer vision in recent years.
Vision-based recognition algorithms include handcrafted fea-
tures and learned-based features [63]. Handcrafted features
resolve CV problems by collecting correct features from data.
The pipeline typically includes four major stages; Section 3.1
provides further details.
Unlike handcrafted methods, deep learning uses convolution
neural networks to learn features automatically during train-
ing. This approach interprets problems in terms of concep-
tual hierarchy, with lower network concepts encoding simple
representations and high-level layers constructing abstract
concepts. This hierarchical learning process allows for the
complete elimination of handcrafted feature extraction and
allows convolution neural networks to function as end-to-end
learners.
Traditional algorithms like Support Vector Machine, Random
Forest, and Hidden Markow Model rely heavily on data rep-
resentation, but handcrafted features often cause information
loss. Deep learning algorithms have shown impressive re-
sults in CV challenges but require large amounts of data for
accurate learning. Deep neural network training and param-
eterization also require significant computational resources
and experimentation time [64].

VIII. HAND GESTURE RECOGNITION
APPLICATIONS

Hand Gesture Recognition is crucial in various applications,
including human-computer interaction, sign language recog-
nition, virtual and augmented reality, and robotics. Characters
use hand gestures in future films, highlighting how interac-
tion systems can influence our interactions with computers if
current systems do not allow such freedom.

A. Virtual and Augmented Reality Technologies
Virtual Reality (VR) is a digital technology that mimics a hu-
man’s presence in a virtual setting by creating sounds, images,
and feelings using headsets [65]. AR, or augmented reality,
improves the real world, while VR completely replaces it with
an artificial one. American teen Palmer Luckey built a VR
headset prototype in 2010, which evolved into the Oculus Rift.
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Rivals like the HTC Vivi, Sony PlayStation VR, Gear VR, and
Google Cardboard headset have emerged, leading to devel-
opers working on virtual reality games and applications [66].
These technologies have various applications, including video
games, art, medical applications, education, and flight train-
ing [67].

B. Recognition of Sign Language
Sign language is a primary language for individuals with
speech and hearing impairments, utilizing nonverbal commu-
nication such as gestures. Sign languages are divided into
three main parts: fingerspelling, sign language vocabulary at
the word level and non-manual features [68]. Fingerspelling
involves using gestures to spell words, while non-manual fea-
tures involve facial expressions and body postures. Due to
the limited understanding of sign language, hard-of-hearing
individuals often require the assistance of a trained interpreter.
However, hiring an interpreter can be costly and not always
feasible. Using visual cues, a sign language recognition sys-
tem could provide a low-cost, natural, and comfortable way
to interact with deaf or hard-of-hearing individuals with im-
paired speech.

C. Robot and Ambient-Aided Living
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) is a sub-field of Ambient
Intelligence that integrates new technologies and social envi-
ronments to improve life quality [69]. Vision-based assistive
systems can benefit patients by observing their daily activities.
As robots become more integrated into our daily lives, the
challenge of communicating with them becomes more appar-
ent. Hand gestures play a significant role in natural interaction,
especially when a robot is designed to assist people in daily
tasks.
Hand gestures can be used in rehabilitation treatment, con-
trolling medical equipment, and assisting disabled individu-
als. Approaches for integrating hand gestures with physician-
computer interfaces have been explored, with Gestix being a
tracking system for hand gesture tracking in the operations
room [70].

IX. DATASETS OF DYNAMIC GESTURE
RECOGNITION

Gesture recognition involves various datasets, including cate-
gories, scale, annotations type, sensors, and gesture domain.
The Cambridge hand gestures datasets [71], a recent addi-
tion, consists of 900 RGB sequences from nine classes of
gestures. Sheffield Kinect Gesture (SKIG) [72], a dynamic
gesture datasets, has 2160 hand gesture sequences divided
into ten classes. ChaLearn Gesture Challenge offers pop-
ular datasets like the ChaLearn LAP IsoGD, ConGD [73],

and Multi-modal Gesture Datasets (MMGD) [74], which in-
clude gesture classes from nine domains, including Italian
sign language, pantomime, and actions. The effort to recog-
nize gestures inside a car is described in [75], which provides
driver’s hand gestures performed by eight different actors from
one viewpoint against a plain background. Other datasets
for sign language include RWTH-BOSTON-50, RWTH-400,
NATOPS, and BIGHands [76]. The BIGHands datasets [77],
designed for the posing of hands, is rich in hand pose variation
and joint annotation but not explicitly reflective of gestures.

X. EVALUATION OF MODEL PERFORMANCE

The following parameters are used for evaluating the classi-
fier’s performance [78]:
TN: is the number of true negatives.
TP: is the number of true positives.
FN: is the number of false negatives.
FP: is the number of false positives.
Precision: the classifier can avoid labeling a negative sample
as positive. (See (1))

Precision =
T P

(T P+FP)
(1)

Recall-Sensitivity: the classifier can find all positive samples
as in (2).

Recall =
T P

(T P+FN)
(2)

The F1-score is a weighted harmonic mean for recall and
precision, with the highest value being one and the lowest
value being 0, as in (3).

F1 score = 2X
recallxprecision

recall + precision
(3)

The support is the number of times in y-true every class ap-
pears.
Micro Average: expresses the function for computing the
metric by considering all false negatives, true positives, and
false positives (regardless of the dataset’s predictions for each
class). If you detect a class imbalance, a micro-average is
preferred (i.e., you might have more samples of one class than
others might).
Macro Average: states the function that calculates the metric
independently for every class, and the average is returned
without taking the percentage of every label in the datasets
into account. (As a result, all classes are treated equally).
Weighted Average: states the function that computes f1 for
each label in the datasets, and the average is returned based
on the proportion in the datasets for every label.
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XI. CONCLUSION

The review emphasizes the importance and challenges of hand
gesture recognition in various fields, such as human-computer
interaction, sign language recognition, virtual reality, gam-
ing, and robotics. It explores different approaches, such as
vision-based, sensor or data glove-based, and colored-marker
techniques, and their advantages and limitations. Accurate
hand modeling and feature extraction are crucial for capturing
and analyzing hand gestures. Machine learning algorithms
are essential for classifying and recognizing gestures based
on extracted features. Challenges in hand gesture recognition
include lighting variations, complex backgrounds, noise, and
real-time performance. The review acknowledges the need
for further research and advancements to improve hand ges-
ture recognition systems’ robustness, accuracy, and usability.
The review provides valuable insights into the current state of
hand gesture recognition, its applications, and the potential for
enhancing human-computer interaction and communication
between different communities.
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